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The Elden Ring franchise is an action RPG set in a Fantasy world. Elden Ring is developed by Dimps and was launched in Europe in December 2010. [Description from Kindle] The story of Tarnished was originally published in the June 2006 issue of Monthly Action Magazine in Japan. The current version of the story was published in the
August 2009 issue of Monthly Action Magazine, which includes an additional bonus story called “Bond”. The Bond story is a story about Tarnished as a previously unknown hero who resists the corrupting influence of the evil organization Avaryon, and the two are linked together by the mysterious artifact, the Ring. Features of Tarnished A
vast world with many areas. In Tarnished the world starts and ends at the frontier. The world of Tarnished consists of open fields and mines, as well as large dungeons with three-dimensional designs. As you travel, you can enter mountain ranges, haunted mines, ancient ruins, and more. You can freely freely explore the world and discover
new areas. Opportunity to experience the thrilling excitement of a truly open world. 3D graphics with a vivid and unique visual style. A rich world with a broad variety of content. Tarnished has an atmospheric visual style with a vivid representation of the world’s variety, and an impressive sense of depth with impressive three-dimensional
models. With the use of a varied combat style, you can enjoy and experience thrilling battles with a vast variety of enemies. Turn-based action game with a variety of combat. Tarnished is a turn-based action game where you take turns with the enemy. The original and realistic and enjoyable cast of characters, the variety of enemies that
appear in turn, and the over-the-top moves, make battles a truly exciting experience. More than 70 types of weapons and armor. Equip various weapons and armor to create a balanced and varied combat ability. Earn a wealth of experience points and level up your gear, and then use it to build up your character’s skill and attack power.

Easily customize your weapon and armor. As you progress through the story, you will find that the most powerful weapons have increased abilities, and your armor becomes increasingly elaborate. With the Sword Plus system, you can freely combine weapons and armor to create new functions or use them to enhance your
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Features Key:
Spin-off from the ELBOW to ESTATE PLANNING PARADISE! Have you always dreamed of becoming a noble and ruling the lands? Then it's time to build your own castle, put on your noble attire, and start over in a new world! Building your own castle is as important as building your own business, and it's nice to have a bit of leisure time, so

spend your wealth wisely with ELO as the price of guiding your character through hardships in a world where the value of land is an important factor in battle!
3-Dimensional, Beautiful Strategic Battle System
Tutorials that Eliminate Annoying Concessions

Talk to People! It's been 10 years since the world of EL, and you haven't been interacting with other characters in the world since childhood -- maybe you can jump on that bandwagon and get some side quests!
Take actions suitable for your Adventurer Rank! All of the actions you take are decided depending on your Adventurer Rank. As time goes on and your rank increases, you'll be able to enjoy the unlimited system that comes with many action features.

Characters will Have So Much to Say! With the character history menu you can learn about the design of each character, and even customize your characters' equipment, weapons, and magic. Because every character is a special masterpiece in its own right, their dialogue is rich and detailed, and most of them are nice people to talk to!
After a certain point in the story, you can even become friends with them and help them out. If you register an account, you can see every character's idle time and their dialogue, so the wait for seeing what each character will talk about never ends!

More than 100 Players in the Same World
Amazing Characters, Rich Story, Unique Gameplay

The In-Game Marketplace: Buy or Sell Slots
To Show off your Winning Score, Play the Stock Market Challenge and Take the Flash Tournament

The Background Layout for the Mirage Park in FE is Very Beautiful! Visit a World [Notes]!
A Skill System Full of Unique Features
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